On An Angels Wing Describes Life In The Angelic
Realm
Marilyn Lawrence July 24, 2014
Marilyn Lawrence, (Author, Speaker and Amazon Publisher) has done it again!
Her new book, â€œOn An Angels Wingâ€ answers questions of Life in the Angelic
Realm, Real-Life Angel Encounters and Divine Messages of Spiritual
Enlightenment.
(Newswire.net -- July 24, 2014) Clackamas, Oregon -- The desire for information about
Angelic guidance and existence has seemingly grown in recent years, sparking an entire
industry geared to spiritual enlightenment, self-help and development of the “mind, body &
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soul” crowd. Yet for many, answers have still eluded them. Enter: Marilyn Lawrence.

In her second book, On An Angel’s Wing: Real-Life Angel Encounters
and Divine Lessons, Lawrence introduces the readers to life in the Angelic
realm as they follow an Angel-in-training while she learns the purposes for
her new life. The lessons and conversations between the Angel-in-training
and her teachers are channeled messages from the Angels and Masters
themselves and are recorded as delivered to the author. Along with these
profound, and in some cases life changing lessons and messages, read
real-life accounts of Angelic encounters, in the words of the people that
experienced them, as well as from the Angels that were involved in
delivering the interventions.
Lawrence shares the guided messages and intervention stories with the sole intention of creating a higher con
sciousness level in the human realm and thus the matrix of the universe.
In early reviews readers share, “This book opened my eyes to the guidance I can access if I just ask . I am so
grateful Marilyn has shared these lessons and messages with us.” - Sharon

“Most Helpful Customer Reviews"
A wonderful gift to give to those you love! By Stephanie Ardelean on April 22, 2014
Another WONDERFUL book by Marilyn Lawrence. She is a gift & blessing to the world. Teaching that we are all on a
divinely led path, everything going exactly as it is suppose to. Once you get that, needless worrying can be a thing of
the past. Thank you again Marilyn for your kind loving heart & sharing your gift. I look forward to many more of your
wonderful books! This book is an excellent book. You will not be able to put in down & will read it over & over! We are
all loved, always connected, more than we know! Thank you for reminding us Marilyn!
In gratitude,” Stephanie
Lawrence has shared, “I am humbled to have the honor of working with the Angels and the Masters and having them
entrust me with such important information as is contained within these pages. I am equally as honored to be the
recipient of the Beautiful real-life Angel stories shared with me for this book. I hope that you enjoy ‘our’ Angel book.”
About the Author
Following her lifelong interest in understanding more about the body, mind and spirit, Marilyn Lawrence developed her
knowledge through workshops, classes, retreats, and studies. Moving from the attendee to the instructor Lawrence
has immersed herself in her path of being open to Divine messages and providing enlightenment to as many people as

possible through her books, classes, retreats, personal readings, and healings. Now she enjoys an active schedule of
writing, speaking, booking signings and teaching.
Knowing that Angels are just a conversation away, Lawrence urges everyone to ask for help and give gratitude every
day as she herself does.

About Dragonfly Media, LLC
Author, speaker, Angel Translator, Marilyn Lawrence, has helped many people remove obstacles from their lives so
they can once again feel the infinite joy of their own purpose.
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